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Carbon emissions of CIII-CVI during the recombining phase of the Large Helical Device (LHD) plasma are
studied to understand their behaviors. To achieve this, four resonance transitions of CIII (977 Å: 2 s2 1S-2s2p 1P),
CIV (1548 Å: 2s 2S-2p 2P), CV (40.27 Å: 1 s2 1S-1s2p 1P), and CVI (33.73 Å: 1s 2S-2p 2P) are observed using
absolutely calibrated VUV monochromators and EUV spectrometers. A one-dimensional impurity transport
code has been used to calculate spectral emissivity under the consideration of measured ne and Te profiles. The
temporal evolution of line emissions has been calculated and compared with the measured data. The comparison
shows that the carbon density is 3 % of the electron density. However, a discrepancy between the calculated
and measured values has been noticed in CIII and CIV emissions. It has been argued that three-dimensional
structures of CIII and CIV emissions are likely to be the reason for this difference, which is based on the presence
of relatively high-density and high-temperature plasmas in edge ergodic layer in LHD. It is also found that the
CV and CVI emissions during the recombining phase increase with electron density, whereas these are nearly
constant during steady state phase. This strongly suggests the disappearance of the edge particle screening effect
in the recombining phase.
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1. Introduction
For the study of impurity behavior in high-

temperature plasmas, impurity densities in each charge
state are usually analyzed using spectral absolute intensi-
ties measured from spectroscopic diagnostics in combina-
tion with a one-dimensional impurity transport code [1],
which evaluates radial profiles of ion density and emissiv-
ity in all charge states on the basis of measured electron
density and temperature profiles. In general, the impurity
transport studies have been conducted during the steady
state phase of discharges using either intrinsic or extrinsic
impurity particles [2–5]. When the impurity time behav-
ior is analyzed at a transient phase, especially the plasma
termination phase, the duration is very short in the case
of tokamaks because of the abrupt disruption after current
termination. Even if the toroidal current is controlled for
smooth termination of plasma, the magnetic field topology
and resultant magnetic surface structure change rapidly as
a function of time. On the other hand, in the stellarator
cases, the magnetic field for confinement is supplied exter-
nally and is steady even during the transient phase of the
discharges. The temporal evolution of impurity emissions
from such plasmas can be easily computed under the pres-
ence of a steady magnetic surface.

In the Large Helical Device (LHD), the helical mag-
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netic field for plasma confinement produced by supercon-
ducting magnetic coils enables steady state operation. It
is therefore possible to analyze the transient period at ini-
tial and final phases of the discharges. Thus, the temporal
behavior of edge carbon emissions is studied during the re-
combination phase of the LHD discharges through a com-
parison between the experimental and calculated radiated
powers from different ionization stages of carbon.

It is well known that the enhancement of particle and
energy transport by the stochastic magnetic field struc-
ture at the plasma edge, such as the ergodic layer in the
LHD, should lead to a reduction of impurity content in
the plasma [6]. During the recombining phase, the elec-
tron temperature decreases rapidly due to the absence of
the heating source, and the plasma shrinks gradually in-
side the last closed flux surface (LCFS) before termination.
Then, the role of the ergodic layer on edge impurity trans-
port is likely to be different during the recombining and
steady state phases of the discharges. In this context, car-
bon emissions from different ionization stages have been
analyzed using electron density during the steady state and
recombining phases of plasmas to examine the role of the
ergodic layer on the behavior of edge carbon emissions.

c© 2008 The Japan Society of Plasma
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2. Experimental Setup
The experiment has been conducted with inwardly

shifted configuration of Rax = 3.6 m and Bt = 2.75 T. A dis-
charge is initiated by electron cyclotron heating (ECH) and
the plasma is sustained by three negative-ion-based neu-
tral beam injection (NBI) devices. Several spectroscopic
diagnostics covering visible to X-ray wavelength ranges
have been installed to monitor and study the impurity be-
havior of LHD discharges. In the present study, emis-
sions from different ionization stages of carbon have been
measured using two extreme ultraviolet (EUV) spectrom-
eters [7, 8] and two vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) monochro-
mators [9]. Two absolutely calibrated EUV spectrometers
cover 10-130 Å (EUV Short) and 50-500 Å (EUV Long)
wavelength range. Back-illuminated VUV sensitive charge
couple device (CCD) detectors are mounted with two EUV
spectrometers and operated in full binning mode. Data
from the CCD have been acquired every 5 ms. Four res-
onance transitions of CIII (977 Å, 2 s2 1S-2s2p 1P), CIV
(1548 Å, 2s 2S-2p 2P), CV (40.27 Å, 1 s2 1S-1s2p 1P),
and CVI (33.73 Å, 1s 2S-2p 2P) are monitored for this
study. The CV and CVI emissions are measured using
the EUV Short spectrometer with a spectral resolution of
∼0.10 Å at 40 Å. The resonance transitions from Li- (CIV)
and Be-like (CIII) carbon ions are observed using two
20-cm normal incidence VUV monochromators equipped
with electron multiplier tube detectors. The signal is ac-
quired with a time interval of 100µs. The two VUV
monochromators were absolutely calibrated using the car-
bon emissions, by comparing the raw signals with the ab-
solutely calibrated EUV Long spectrometer for 50-500 Å.
Two experimental intensity ratios of 2 s2-2s3p (386.4 Å)
to 2 s2-2s2p (977 Å) transitions from CIII and of 2s-3p
(312.4 Å) to 2s-2p (1548 Å) transitions from CIV were
adopted for the calibration. Electron temperature and den-
sity profiles measured with Thomson diagnostics and line-
integrated electron density measured with FIR diagnostics
are used for the present analysis.

3. Description of Calculation
Analysis on temporal behaviors of carbon emissions

in different ionization stages are based on the calculation of
the line-integrated emissivity using a one-dimensional im-
purity transport code [1]. The time behavior of the impu-
rity density profile is calculated using the following equa-
tion describing the ionization balance of an impurity ion:

∂nq

∂t
= −1

r
∂

∂r
(rΓq) + αq−1nq−1ne

+βq+1nq+1ne − (αq + βq)nqne, (1)

where nq and Γq are the ion density and particle flux of qth
charge state, respectively. The parameters of α and β rep-
resent the ionization and recombination rate coefficients,
respectively. The empirical transport model [10], whose
validity was confirmed in LHD, using the diffusion coeffi-

cient D and convective velocity V is given by

Γq = −Dq(r)
∂nq

∂r
+ Vq(r)nq (2)

and Vq(r) = V(a)
r
a
. (3)

Here, a, Dq, and Vq are the plasma radius, diffusion
coefficient, and convective velocity, respectively.

After the charge state calculation, the emissivity and
brightness profiles of emission lines were evaluated. The
emissivity of transition from level j to i, ε( j, i), is expressed
by the relation of ε( j, i) = Nq( j)A( j, i), where A( j, i) is the
transition probability and Nq( j) is the density of the upper
level j in charge state q. The emissivity is calculated from
the level population in the upper level. The level popula-
tion is generally determined by the collisional and radia-
tive processes among several quantum levels [11]. How-
ever, the coronal model is assumed in the present case
for simplicity. This assumption gives a good agreement
with the C-R model calculation, at least, for the H- and
He-like systems. Therefore, the relation can be written as
ε( j, i) = Nq( j)A( j, i) = nqneQ(i, j), where Q(i, j) is the ex-
citation rate coefficient for the transition from i to j. The
excitation rate coefficient for individual lines was obtained
from calculated results by Itikawa et al. [12].

4. Results and Discussions
4.1 Temporal evolution of carbon emissions

during the recombining phase
A typical waveform of NBI discharge used in the

present impurity study is shown in Fig. 1. The time evo-
lution of carbon emissions has been analyzed at the re-
combining phase from 2.45 s to the end of plasma ter-
mination, where the electron temperature, Te, decreases
rapidly due to the absence of a heating source while ne

stays constant. The central electron temperature, Te(0),
measured by Thomson scattering diagnostic was available
until t = 2.62 s. The CV and CVI emissions, on the other
hand, dropped to zero at 2.628 s, and the CIII and CIV
emissions disappeared 15 ms later because of their low ion-
ization energies (I.E.) (CIII : 50 eV, CIV : 68 eV, CV :
392 eV, and CVI : 490 eV). Extrapolation of the measured
Te was therefore necessary to calculate the emissivity of
the carbon emissions in different ionization stages. Te was
calculated from magnetic energy and line-averaged elec-
tron density <ne>. The measured and extrapolated Te(0)
and plasma radius rb at the horizontally elongated plasma
cross section are plotted in Fig. 2. Te(0) and the plasma ra-
dius gradually decrease, and after t = 2.55 s, Te(0) begins
to drop rapidly. The CIII and CIV emissions also start to
increase rapidly at t = 2.55 s.

Temporal evolution of carbon emissions during the re-
combining phase was calculated using a one-dimensional
impurity transport code. The calculation was conducted on
the averaged magnetic surface by replacing the elliptical
shape of LHD plasmas with a circular shape. In this study,
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Fig. 1 Typical discharge for the present analysis; (a) plasma
stored energy and NBI heating pulses, (b) line-averaged
electron density (solid line) and central electron tem-
perature (dashed line), (c) CIII (solid line) and CIV
(dashed line) emissions, and (d) CV (solid line) and CVI
(dashed line) emissions. All carbon emissions have unit
of 1014 photons cm−2 sr−1 s−1. Data between t = 2.45 to
2.65 s are used for analysis.

Fig. 2 Time behaviors of central electron temperature (Te(0):
circles) and horizontal plasma radius (rb: diamonds) at
horizontally elongated plasma cross section during the re-
combining phase. Closed circles and diamonds indicate
measured values, and open circles and diamonds indicate
extrapolated values.

the diffusion coefficient Dq is considered independent of q
and r, and the inward convection velocity Vq is considered
a linear function of r. Here, the maximum value of Vq is
given as V(a) at an average plasma radius, a (see Eq. 3).
The values of Dq and V(a) are assumed to be 0.2 m2s−1

Fig. 3 Calculated and experimental total radiation power of (a)
CIII and CIV and (b) CV and CVI. Solid (CIII and CV)
and dashed (CIV and CVI) lines are experimental data.
Dashed-dotted (CIII and CV) and dotted (CIV and CVI)
lines indicate calculated data.

and 1.0 ms−1, respectively.
Figure 3 illustrates the total radiation power emitted

from Be-like CIII to H-like CVI, which are obtained by
integrating the whole plasma surface of LHD. The ex-
perimental and calculated results are indicated with solid,
dashed, dashed-dotted and dotted lines, respectively. In the
calculation, the electron density is assumed to be 3 % of the
carbon density. All the carbon radiations increase gradu-
ally after turning off the heating power at t = 2.3 s as Te

decreases. First, the CVI emissions reach the peak value
at 2.60 s where Te(0) is 280 eV. This is in good agreement
with the calculation. Then, the CV and CVI radiations de-
crease rapidly and become zero at 2.625 s. At this moment,
Te(0) drops to less than 150 eV. The calculated values of
CV and CVI radiations also drop at 2.630 s. Since the
exposure time of the CCD detector is 5 ms in the present
experiment, the difference between the measurement and
calculation may originate from the uncertainty of the time
window.

On the other hand, signal dynamic range of the CIII
and CIV emissions is really large compared to the CV and
CVI cases. The voltage applied to the secondary electron
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Fig. 4 Radial profiles of ne and Te ((a) and ((d)), densities ((b)
and (e)) and emissivities ((c) and (f)) of CIII to CVI
taken at two different time frames of 2.60 and 2.63 s,
respectively. Horizontal axis means normalized radius,
ρ. Hatched area indicates the ergodic layer outside the
LCFS.

multiplier (SEM) is always adjusted to monitor the main
discharges, not the plasma termination phase. Then, the
signals of CIII and CIV are always saturated at the plasma
termination phase, as seen during t = 2.628-2.632 s in the
figure. The calculated values of CIII and CIV radiations
reach the peak value at 2.632 s when Te(0) becomes 12 eV.
The calculation after 2.633 s is, however, practically im-
possible because of the extremely low electron tempera-
ture. In the discharge, very low temperature plasma is
maintained until t = 2.645 s, as seen in the CIII temporal
behavior.

During the steady state phase of discharges, the car-
bon emissions are located primarily inside the narrow shell
at the plasma edge. In LHD, the CIII and CIV emissions
generally exist in the ergodic layer [13] surrounding the
main plasma, and the CV and CVI emissions exist near the
LCFS. During the recombining phase, the width of such
emission shells is broadened as Te decreases, and the shells
move inside because of the reduction in the plasma size, as
shown in Fig. 2. Calculated results on the radial profiles of
carbon densities and emissivities are shown in Fig. 4. Fig-
ures 4 (a)-(c) and (d)-(f) are the radial profiles at t = 2.60
and 2.63 s in Fig. 3, respectively. The position of the er-
godic layer is shown by a hatched area outside the LCFS (ρ
= 1). It can be seen from the figure that the emission shells
of CIII to CVI move inside the LCFS at these times, since
the plasma size is reduced. The CVI emission reaches the
maximum value at 2.60 s, and the CV and CVI emissions
disappear entirely at 2.63 s. Figures 4(a) and (c) are the
measured ne and Te profiles, respectively, used in the cal-
culation. The CIII and CIV emissions are always located at

Fig. 5 Fractional abundance ( fq) and emissivity (Norm. εq) plot-
ted with Te for CIII (solid line), CIV (dotted line), CV
(dashed line), and CVI (dashed-dotted line) at t = 2.60 s.
Notations of CIII to CVI and εCIII to εCVI indicate frac-
tional abundance and emissivity of each charge state, re-
spectively. Emissivity is normalized by its peak value.

the plasma edge in these time frames and have sharp peaks.
On the other hand, the CV and CVI emission profiles

are quite different. At t = 2.60 s, the shell widths of the
CV and CVI densities become wider (see Fig. 4(b)), and
resultant emission profiles also become much wider (see
Fig. 4(c)). In particular, the tendency of the CVI emis-
sion profile is remarkable, because the excitation rate coef-
ficient of CVI emission drops rapidly at Te < 200 eV. This
effect can be seen in the difference between the peak po-
sitions of CVI density profile (ρ = 0.67 in Fig. 4(b)) and
emissivity profile (ρ = 0.63 in Fig. 4(c)).

Figure 5 shows the fractional abundances and emissiv-
ities for CIII to CVI emissions at t = 2.60 s. In the figure,
the horizontal axis in Fig. 4(b) and (c) is replaced by Te.
Here, the emissivity of individual charge states is normal-
ized to their peak value. It can be seen that the peak of the
CVI density profile occurs at Te = 105 eV (ρ = 0.67) while
the peak of the emissivity profile, εCVI, appears at Te =

150 eV (ρ = 0.63). At t = 2.63 s, the CV and CVI emis-
sions disappear completely, as seen in Fig. 4(f), whereas
the CV and CVI densities increase at the plasma center (see
Fig. 4(e)). The excitation rate coefficient of CVI shown
in Fig. 4 (f) (1.97 × 10−18 m3s−1 at Te(0) = 70 eV) is 33
times smaller than that in Fig. 4(c) (6.69 × 10−17 m3s−1 at
Te(0) = 280 eV).

The calculation of the total radiation power for the
CV and CVI emissions shows good agreement with the
experiment, for evaluation of 3 % carbon density. How-
ever, the CIII and CIV results are ten times larger than the
experimental values. The reason for this is not clear at
present. At least, it is known that the emission distribution
from low ionized ions and neutral atoms is toroidally and
poloidally inhomogeneous because of the presence of the
ergodic layer. Indeed, recent studies indicate that the emis-
sions from CIII and CIV have asymmetric features reflect-
ing the field line structure of the ergodic layer. In partic-
ular, the vertical profile of CIV exhibits four peaks, which
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are formed at the inboard side near the X-point, in addition
to the top and bottom edge peaks at the horizontally elon-
gated plasma cross section [14]. It is reported that particle
recycling is enhanced at the inboard side [15]. It is also ob-
served that the inhomogeneous poloidal distribution of the
neutral emissions arises mainly from the inhomogeneity in
the neutral particle density, not from the nonuniformity of
the electron temperature and density [16]. This is likely to
be one of the reasons for the difference.

4.2 Density dependence of carbon emissions
during the recombining and steady state
phases

Finally, the CVI emission is examined for several dis-
charges at the peak value during the recombining phase,
where the plasma begins to shrink and the size becomes a
little smaller than the LCFS. The CVI emission during the
steady-state phase is also studied for comparison. Intensi-
ties of the CVI emission are plotted against <ne>, as shown
in Fig. 6(a) and (b) for the recombining and steady state
phases, respectively. CVI emission intensities normalized
to the density and excitation rate coefficient (CVI/(neQ)),
which means the CVI density, are also plotted in the figure.
The excitation rate coefficient is calculated at the electron
temperature at the LCFS for the steady state phase and at
the central electron temperature for the recombining phase.

Fig. 6 CVI intensity (closed circles) and CVI/(neQ) (open cir-
cles) plotted against line-averaged electron density <ne>
for the (a) recombining and (b) steady state phases. Value
of Q indicates excitation rate coefficient of CVI.

This choice is reasonably correct since the CVI emission
location is estimated from the CV radial profile. The dif-
ference between the two phases is very clear. The CVI
emission intensities from the recombining phase increase
with <ne>, whereas those from the steady state phase de-
crease with <ne>. Thus, we find a clear difference in the
carbon density behavior with <ne>. In other words, the
CVI density is nearly constant with <ne> for the recom-
bining phase, but it definitely decreases with <ne> for the
steady state phase.

CV emissions and densities also follow a trend similar
to that of CVI, as shown in Figs. 7(a) and (b) for the recom-
bining and steady state phases, respectively. The CV emis-
sion intensities increase with <ne> during the recombin-
ing phase while it is nearly constant during the steady state
phase. On the other hand, the CIII emission intensities,
which suggest the carbon influx for the ionizing plasma
during the steady state phase, increase with <ne> for both
phases, as shown in Fig. 8. The CIII emission intensities
for the recombining phase are saturated at densities greater
than 5 × 1019 m−3. The intensities of CIV emission also
show the same tendency as depicted in Fig. 9 and are sat-
urated at densities greater than 3.5 × 1019 m−3. The re-
duction of the CV and CVI densities for the steady state
phase may suggest the impurity screening effect. Increas-
ing the density in the ergodic layer causes an increases in
the friction force, which leads to impurity screening. The

Fig. 7 CV intensity (closed circles) and CV/(neQ) (open circles)
plotted against line-averaged electron density <ne> for
the (a) recombining and (b) steady state phases. Value of
Q indicates excitation rate coefficient of CV.
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Fig. 8 CIII intensity against line-averaged electron density <ne>
for the recombining (closed circles) and steady state
phases (open circles).

Fig. 9 CIV intensity against line-averaged electron density
<ne> for the recombining (closed circles) and steady state
phases (open circles).

carbon emissions in case of the recombining phase are not
easy to understand, because the CIII emissions do not indi-
cate simply the influx. In addition, the origin of the carbon
source is very unclear since the plasma shrinks and is com-
pletely detached from the divertor plates and vacuum wall.
Further investigation of carbon behavior during the recom-
bining phase is needed.

5. Summary
Temporal evolution of carbon emissions during the re-

combining phase of the discharges was studied through the

calculation of spectral emissivity using a one-dimensional
transport code. The calculation of CV and CVI emissions
indicate that the carbon density is 3 % of the electron den-
sity. The difference between density and emission loca-
tions as a function of Te was studied for CV and CVI emis-
sions. The discrepancy between computed and experimen-
tal CIII and CIV emissions was found. Although the rea-
son behind this is not completely clear, it is argued that
the three-dimensional structure of CIII and CIV emissions
might be responsible for the differences.

Comparison of CV and CVI emissions during the
steady state and recombining phases reveal the difference
in their dependence on ne. Both intensities increase with ne

during the recombining phase but remain nearly constant
during the steady state phase. On the other hand, the CIII
and CIV emission intensities increase with ne in both the
phases. From this observation, it is suggested that impurity
screening effect is enhanced with ne during the steady state
phase and it disappears during the recombining phase.
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